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March 15, 2018 – Hamilton Laboratory Solutions Announces Exclusive partnership with Sydney Science
throughout New England
Hamilton Laboratory Solutions, based in Manitowoc, Wisconsin is pleased to announce Sydney Science
is providing exclusive Hamilton brand and product representation throughout New England. Led by Ken
Yeager, with more than 30 years’ experience in the laboratory casework and fume hood industry,
Sydney Science brings extensive knowledge and perception to the education, healthcare and industrial
markets.
Ken’s laboratory casework experience began as an installer, superintendent, estimator and project
manager. This experience both on- and off-site provided him with a unique understanding of
construction manager and owner perspectives, and subsequently a thorough understanding of a
project’s overall requirements. Ken has teamed with Ted and Bob Gibson, whose own proficiency in
the laboratory furniture and fume hood business spans more than 35 years.
Ken stated, “We have had the pleasure of working with Hamilton most of our professional lives.
Reaching this plateau together solidifies our strong partnership and mutual commitment to be the
premier laboratory casework and fume hood supplier in New England.”
Hamilton Laboratory Solutions President/CEO Steve Pribek acknowledged the depth of expertise and
business acumen the Sydney Science team brings to an already strong business relationship. “I have
worked with Ken Yeager, Ted Gibson and Bob Gibson throughout our careers in the industry and attest
to their commitment in providing exceptional workmanship, reliable service, professional integrity and
a disciplined team,” said Steve.
Hamilton Laboratory Solutions is a global industry leader offering the most comprehensive selection of
laboratory furniture and fume hoods products. The company’s manufacturing locations include
Manitowoc, Wisconsin and Shanghai, China. For more information visit www.hamiltonlab.com.
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